The park opens from October until June and is closed every Tuesday, with visitor numbers strictly monitored.

1. The two main entrance gates to the park, at Kolara and Moharli, are where visitors will find the best luxury accommodation.

2. Svasara Jungle Lodge offers Jeep tours, with guides able to pick out individual tigers, and ample opportunity to see these endangered creatures up close, without the need for binoculars.

3. Facts

- Luxury wildlife safari
- Your trip
- About Tadoba Andhari Tiger Reserve
- Location
- Packed items
- Destination
- Average temp.
- Tadoba Andhari, India
- From 18 °C to 45 °C
- Designer watch
- Sunscreen
- Sneakers
- Binoculars
- The largest national park in the central state of Maharashtra, Tadoba Andhari is arguably the best place in India to see tigers -- 88 individuals were recorded in 2016. It’s also renowned for its populations of sloth bears, wild dogs and exotic birds.
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